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A possibility of serious injury, including paralysis or death, is inherent in any activity involving motion or height. Equipment with which this notice is 
included is intended for use only by properly trained, qualified persons under supervised conditions. Use without proper supervision is dangerous and 
should not be undertaken or permitted. Know your limitations as well as the limitations of your equipment. Consult a qualified instructor before 
attempting any new activity or skill. This equipment must be used with proper mats, spotting equipment and qualified spotters for each activity or skill. 
Use this equipment only for its intended  purpose. Do not modify equipment in any way. Inspect each component for damage, loose fittings or signs of 
wear before each use. Do not use if you have any concern as to the condition of this equipment. Test unit for stability prior to each use. Do not use if 
you have any concern about the stability, condition or suitability of this equipment. Inspect warning labels and replace when marred or damaged. 
Before each subsequent use, re-check equipment stability and settings.

IMPORTANT CONSUMER PRODUCT HAZARD WARNING — PLEASE READ!

WARNING LABEL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS     REV 12/30/16

Warning Label Application Instructions

The WL-100 Warning Label Application Kit includes 20 water activated 
warning labels, one applicator squeegee and this instruction sheet. 
You will also need a bucket of water large enough to submerge the 
water activated label and a small clean towel.

1.) Choose where you want to apply the warning label and wipe 
the area clean with a dry towel.

2.) Remove the label backing, hold just the EDGE of the label and submerge the label in water for 
one second. IMMEDIATELY press the label into position on the vinyl surface and GENTLY press 
into place. NEVER attempt to reposition or slide the label as it will begin to stick immediately.

3.) Place a �nger on one end of the label and use the squeegee to wipe from the CENTER of the label 
away from your �nger. Place �nger on opposite side and wipe squeegee in opposite direction. Repeat 
one more time to ensure all surfaces of label adhere to vinyl. SEE EXAMPLE A 

4.) Gently peel o� label facing and using the dry clean towel gently wipe from the center of the label 
out in each direction. SEE EXAMPLE B 

EXAMPLE A EXAMPLE B

We strongly suggest watching the more detailed video 
demonstration linked to Model WL-100 on our website.
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